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High Q SRF cavities for improved coherence

3/9/18 Alexander Romanenko | NPQI Workshop ANL6

Q > 1011

1-cell Fermilab cavities of various 
frequencies 

Q ~ 108

M. H. Devoret and R. J. Schoelkopf, 
Science 339, 1169–1174 (2013)  

Potential of up to 
~10 seconds of 
coherence



SRF may be a game changer.

Accelerator cavitiesA home for qubits?

Fermilab hired Eric Holland - a superconductor transmon expert. 



If these guys pull i off, Fermilab may find it self as home  
to the worlds best quantum computer.

It would be good if it is used to calculate something HEPy. 

The hardware will initially be very specialized. Development 
of the algorithm you want to run may need to happen as 

the hardware is developed.



Dark SRF
ongoing work w/ APSTD. Also involved: Josh and Zhen.
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ICHEP 2018 11

Differential atom interferometer response

Two ways for phase to vary:

Gravitational wave

Dark matter

Each interferometer measures 

the change over time T

Laser noise is common-mode 

suppressed in the gradiometer

Excited state phase evolution:

Graham et al., PRL 110, 171102 (2013).

Arvanitaki et al., arXiv:1606.04541 (2016).



photon

photon

dark photon

Nonlinear optics: there are crystals with 
effective 3-photon and 4-photon vertices.


→ associated photon+dark photon production.

Mono-photon on the optics table!


with Estrada’s group.



Quantum People: Staff

Roni (28%) 

Jime Simone (25%)



Alex Macridin (staff)

QIS FQI people:

Andy  Li  
(postdoc, 2018-2021?)

Just moved to our floor:



QIS theory postdocs:

Ciaran Hughes
2016-2019 Lattice 

2019-2021 quantum

Hank Lamm

2019-2022

We may have funds for more QIS? 
Simulation? Sensors?



Ciaran Huges

Currently working on: 
Informing lattice S2N problem with QIS tools. 

Initial state prep input from LQCD to Quantum simulation.



7-14

Hank Lamm



QIS visitors→staff?:

Martin Savage

Coming mid-february for  ~ 1 year. 
Potentially staying for good.



1.5 Summary of Theory Tasks and Milestones

As a summery, we provide tables of tasks, with the member institutions that are planning to work on them,
and a table of milestone.

Area Task Institution(s)

Simulation Lattice scalar field theory: Caltech, Fermilab, UIUC, UW-INT
(state preparation, time-evolution,
scattering, topology, phase transitions,
entanglement, digitization)

Simulation Lattice gauge theory and QCD: Caltech, Fermilab, Purdue, UIUC, UW-INT
(qubit mapping and plaquettes,
time evolution, circuits,
inelastic processes and fragmentation,
entanglement, S-matrix, topology, scattering)

Analysis Algorithms for event ensembles MIT
Hybrid algorithms for preprocessing
QIS-inspired classical algorithms

Sensors Cavity sensor developement Fermilab
Dark SRF theory support
MAGIS-100 long range interactions
Dark photon searches w/ nonlin. optics searches
DM search w/ photon pairs in nonlin. optics
Quantum limited impulse detectors for DM
Quantum sensors for dark radiation
Spin precession experiments and neutrinos

Table 1.1: Research topics and collaborating institutions. Further details are given in the budget justification.
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Year Milestones

1 State prep. of entangled free lattice scalar QFT with L � 8 and nQ � 2 qubits per site
State preparation of 2-dim Yang-Mills gauge theory with nP � 4 and jmax � 1

2
Simulations of topological features of 1-dim theories with domain-wall fermions with L � 8
Simulations of parton distributions in the Schwinger model with L � 8
Analyze matching of HEP-relevant theories to Trotterized time-evolution Hamiltonians
Map scalar and Abelian QFT onto SRF-cavity qudit devices
Computation of Circuit complexity in O(2) 3d QFT
Identify non-trivial constraint on the S-matrix from QIS
Develop coreset algorithms for compression of collider data for quantum devices
Support dark SRF in launching search for dark photon
Develope formalism for dark+visible photon pair in nonlinear optics systems

2 Adiabatic evolution from free to interacting scalar field theory
Adiabatic evolution from strong coupling to interacting gauge theories in low dimensions
Detectors and scattering in 2-dim lattice Yang-Mills
field truncation studies in lattice Yang-Mills theory
First time-evolved scalar and Abelian QFT with SRF-cavity qudit devices
Map non-Abelian QFT onto SRF-cavity qudit devices
Perform loop-level matching of scalar field theory to Hamiltonian lattice
Inclusion of quarks into lattice Yang-Mills
Find methods to measure EE in QFT simulators
Explore classical and quantum clustering algorithms using the metric space approach
Explore multi-mode running for dark SRF
Co-development of nonlinear optics based dark photon search

3 State preparation of interacting lattice scalar field theory
State preparation of 3-dim Yang-Mills
Perform loop-level matching of Yang-Mills field theory to Hamiltonian lattice
First time-evolved non-Abelian QFT with SRF-cavity qudit devices
Identify quantum algorithms that capitalize on linear runtime for multi-particle correlators
Run protocols for MAGIS-100 to probe long range interactions
Concepts for direct detection of dark radiation
Study of nonlinear optics systems for DM detection

4 Two to many scattering in 1-dim lattice scalar field theory
Time-evolved scalar, Abelian and non-Abelian QFT with SRF-cavity qudit devices
Develop quantum event clustering algorithms
Provide theoretical support in analysis of MAGIS-100 data to search for DM
Assess feasibility of quantum limited impulse detectors for DM detection
Co-development axion searches with Dark SRF

5 Two to many scattering in 3-dim lattice scalar field theory
Inelastic scattering processes using SRF-cavity qudit systems
Implement event clustering algorithms on a quantum computing platform
Consider feasibility of neutrino detection with spin precision based on state of field
Assess reach of MAGIS upgrade based on MAGIS-100 performance

Table 1.2: Research milestone organized by the funding cycle year they we expect them to be achieved.
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